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ABSTRACT 

During the past twenty years, Josef Rheinberger’s choral music has emerged in 

choral communities throughout the world, and the performance of his late-nineteenth 

century motets and masses have captivated conductors, musicians, and audiences. While 

the composer’s sacred music is commonly performed, his secular choral works are 

largely under-researched. Some of his richest writing was for German singing societies, 

with more than 100 male chorus part songs composed between 1854-1897.  

The purpose of this document is to introduce choral scholars to Josef 

Rheinberger’s male chorus part songs and support his position among the finest 

nineteenth century German composers of the genre. The document provides basic 

information about his early musical training and involvement in the German male chorus 

singing tradition. However, the core of the study provides poetic and musical analyses of 

six representative songs written between 1870-1896.  
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ABSTRACT 

During the past twenty years, Josef Rheinberger’s choral music has emerged in 

choral communities throughout the world, and the performance of his late-nineteenth 

century motets and masses have captivated conductors, musicians, and audiences. While 

the composer’s sacred music is commonly performed, his secular choral works are 

largely under-researched. Some of his richest writing was for German singing societies, 

with more than 100 male chorus part songs composed between 1854-1897.  

The purpose of this document is to introduce choral scholars to Josef 

Rheinberger’s male chorus part songs and support his position among the finest 

nineteenth century German composers of the genre. The document provides basic 

information about his early musical training and involvement in the German male chorus 

singing tradition. However, the core of the study provides poetic and musical analyses of 

six representative songs written between 1870-1896.  
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1 

CHAPTER ONE: 
PURPOSES AND PROCEDURES 

 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past twenty years, Josef Rheinberger’s late-nineteenth century choral 

music has steadily emerged within choral communities throughout the world. Best-

known for his sacred music, works such as the motet Abendlied, and the double-choir 

Mass in E-flat major, have produced awe and fascination from conductors, performers, 

and audiences. The works’ simple melodies, Classical symmetry, and lush Romantic 

harmony have generated global appeal, resulting in the widespread recognition of his 

choral works.  

Rheinberger’s recent popularity has also drawn some musicians to his lesser-

known secular choral genres. The recent publication of his male chorus part songs has 

enabled scholars to examine his collective musical style traits. While some works have 

inherently different musical content, they are rich and have earned the right to be 

recognized among the finest male chorus music of the nineteenth century. 

 

THESIS 

This study offers an introduction to Josef Rheinberger’s male chorus part songs 

by comprehensively examining the salient musical style traits of six contrasting published 

works. Each example is presented in chronological order and includes an analysis of 

melody, rhythm, harmony, texture, and form. In addition, each score study addresses the 

composer’s expansion of musical style and poetic subject matter and coincides with 

related musical excerpts. Aside from analyses, the document presents essential 
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information about his professional work and contribution to the nineteenth century 

German part song tradition.  

 

JUSTIFICATION 

Prior to this study, no comprehensive research had been completed on 

Rheinberger’s male chorus part song repertoire. A thorough analysis of select contrasting 

works is important, because each feature distinct compositional traits that relate to the 

evolution of his musical style. As a whole, the study offers new and important 

information about the convivial male singing tradition in Munich and neighboring 

European cities. 

This project is significant because it presents new choral literature selections for 

community, collegiate, and professional tenor-bass choruses. His male repertoire is also 

important because it provides a strong alternative to the commonly performed music of 

Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn, and Brahms. The future performance of 

Rheinberger’s music may also generate interest in other lesser-known German composers 

and lead to the discovery of additional music that will enrich the genre. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 This study intersects the composer’s personal life, professional career, and the 

German male chorus part song tradition with select works from his repertoire. Chapter 

Two presents his biography, musical training, and a brief timeline of his church and 

community chorus employment. In addition, the chapter outlines the nineteenth century 

German male singing tradition and highlights his involvement. In Chapter Three, six 
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representative male chorus part songs, written between 1870-1896, are analyzed in 

chronological order, and each demonstrate the distinct evolution of his male chorus style. 

In the final chapter, performance suggestions, music publishers, and valuable audio 

recordings are provided. The project concludes by addressing the composer’s global 

impact on male chorus singing. 

 

DELIMITATIONS 

In Chapter Two, a brief outline of the nineteenth century German male singing 

tradition presents important historical context. However, more detailed sources are cited 

in the bibliography and should be consulted for additional understanding. 

In Chapter Three, song analyses offer concise musical and poetic information 

about the topic. The examination of new male chorus publications may support original 

discoveries and enhance the study of the genre. Each analysis also offers brief 

introductory information about the composition’s origin and poet. A complete explication 

of each subject will require further research and additional resources.  

The score selection for this study was a deliberate process. Each piece represents 

salient musical traits that underscore Rheinberger’s style changes between 1870-1896. 

Brief musical excerpts also highlight each important musical attribute.  However, a 

measure-by-measure musical examination of each work will require further time and 

interest. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A few important sources have enhanced the collective understanding of the 
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composer’s male chorus part song literature. Compiled in 2001, Weltliche Musik für 

Männerchor a cappella is a compilation of thirteen essential Rheinberger male chorus 

pieces published by Carus-Verlag.1 The collection includes five of the songs examined in 

the study. Additional first-edition works imperative to the project were edited by 

Alexander Reuter and are available on the International Music Score Library Project 

(IMSLP) website.2 Both sources are well-edited and are immensely valuable. 

While few scholars have researched Rheinberger’s part song literature, Timothy 

C. Sexton of the University of South Carolina wrote a foundational dissertation entitled 

The accompanied secular part songs of Josef Rheinberger: Relationship of music and 

poetry in 19th century part song. In his 2009 study, Mr. Sexton analyzed seven 

accompanied mixed chorus part songs and provided a brief introduction to the genre. The 

concept for a male chorus project was strongly influenced by his publication.3  

Rheinberger’s catalogue of works, Thematisches Verzeichnis der musikalischen 

Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers by Hans-Josef Irmen, was also an essential resource in 

the completion of this document. Compiled in 1973, the collection provides the number, 

collection title, publisher, and dedication information for each male chorus part song.4 

The information was also pivotal in the creation of two useful song appendices.5  

 
 
 
 
 
																																																								
1 Josef Gabriel Rheinberger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir. 
Ed. Harald Wanger (Leinfelden-Echterdingen: Carus-Verlag, 2001). 
2 See www.imslp.org. 
3 Timothy Sexton, “The Accompanied Secular Part Songs of Josef Rheinberger: Relationship of Music and 
Poetry in 19th Century Part Song.” DMA diss., University of South Carolina, 2009. 
4 Not all male chorus works were included in larger collections or as dedications.  
5 Appendices A and B include all four-voice Rheinberger male chorus part songs and are divided into three 
categories: Opus Works, Works Without Opus Numbers (WoO), and Early Works (JWV). 	
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CHAPTER TWO: 
THE COMPOSER AND GERMAN MALE CHORUS SINGING 

 

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY, TRAINING, AND EMPLOYMENT 

Josef Gabriel Rheinberger was born in 1839, in the small town of Vaduz of 

Lichtenstein. While his father and mother had very little interest in music, they 

recognized their son’s special musical ability and allowed him to play the harpsichord 

and pianoforte at age four. In 1846, the Vaduz parish church purchased an organ, and the 

child prodigy served as regular organist.6 �

Upon hearing the performance of a visiting professional string quartet at age nine, 

Rheinberger was immediately attracted to Classical instrumental music. His uncanny 

aural strength was admired and celebrated by the leader of the quartet. 

A few dilettanti came over for the day from the neighbouring Austrian town of 
Feldkirch, bringing their instruments with them. The boy was allowed to turn the 
leaves for the leader of the quartet, a revenue official (Cameralbeamter) named 
Schrammel, and high delight in the new musical revelation was so great as to 
attract attention; his casual remark, that the violins sounded a semitone higher 
than his piano at home, was found after the performance to be accurate, proving 
him to possess the invaluable sense of musical pitch that is one of the most certain 
proofs of natural capacity for the art.7 
 
Following the encounter, the young prodigy’s father allowed him to study with 

Philipp Schmutzer, an admired music instructor in the nearby town of Feldkirch in 1849. 

Rheinberger developed strong admiration for Baroque and Classical idioms, because he 

was routinely immersed in the study and performance of Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven. 

Schmutzer’s substantial musical demands revealed his student’s remarkable work ethic.8 

In 1851, Rheinberger relocated to Munich where he studied piano, organ, and 

																																																								
6 J.A. Fuller Maitland, Masters of German Music (Boston: Longwood Press, Inc., 1977), 175-76.  
7 Ibid., 178-80. 
8 Rheinberger’s early interest in the Classical idiom greatly impacted his early male chorus writing.	
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composition at the Munich Conservatorium with Julius Emil Leonard until 1854. During 

this time, he also studied privately with Franz Lachner.9 

As a prominent Catholic musician, Rheinberger was employed at numerous 

churches throughout his career. He notably served as court organist at the Church of St. 

Kajetan in 1857 and St. Michael’s church between 1864-1867, and as court conductor at 

the Royal Chapel beginning in 1877.10 As a sacred choral music composer, many of his 

service works balanced Classical symmetry with lush Romantic chromaticism and 

orchestral instrumentation. He also composed Renaissance-influenced choral music to 

align with the musical expectations of the Roman Catholic Cecilian movement.11  

Rheinberger also held employment in professional and community singing 

societies dedicated to the performance of stage works. In 1865, he was appointed 

répétiteur at the Royal Court Theatre and served as a rehearsal pianist and vocal coach 

while composing dramatic stage works. During this time, he became a strong admirer and 

supporter of Richard Wagner, who also resided and composed in Munich during the 

1860s.12 However, in 1867, Rheinberger’s interest in secular stage music waned after his 

marriage to Fransziska (Fanny) von Hoffnaaß. She was a very well-admired poetess and 

socialite in Munich who greatly contributed to his career in composition but strongly 

																																																								
9 Fuller Maitland, Masters of German Music, 181. Lachner routinely composed for male chorus and 
influenced his pupil’s interest in part song composition. 
10 Ibid., 185. 
11 Unfortunately, Rheinberger’s attempt to conform to the Cecilian Movement musical guidelines was met 
with disapproval from Catholic church leaders. He eventually conceded and declared himself “non-
Cecilian.” His church works often fuse the Renaissance texture of Palestrina with rich Romantic harmony.� 
12 Anton Würz and Siegfried Gmeinwieser, “Rheinberger, Joseph (Gabriel),” Grove Music Online, accessed 
February 6, 2018, Oxford Music Online. http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.lib-
e2.lib.ttu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo- 
9781561592630-e-0000023317?rskey=cLGxmA&result=1. 
Following Rheinberger’s departure from the Court Theatre, Wagner premiered his celebrated Das 
Rheingold and Die Walküre during 1869 and 1870 in Munich. 
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opposed Wagner’s progressive musical initiatives. Shortly after their marriage, 

Rheinberger abandoned the Royal Court Theatre and distanced himself from stage works 

to focus on additional areas of composition.13 

 

RHEINBERGER AND THE GERMAN MALE PART SONG TRADITION 

German male singing societies rapidly multiplied in the early-nineteenth century. 

The Liedertafel, a group of educated male singers, originated in Berlin in 1809 under the 

leadership of Carl Friedrich Zelter. While the atmosphere was social, the group’s intent 

was to celebrate and develop German song and poetry. The ensemble ranged between 

twenty and twenty-five educated singers, and the typical meeting agenda included eating, 

drinking, and singing lighthearted songs. Over the next thirty years, the male chorus 

movement spread rapidly throughout Germany, and more inclusive singing strands were 

established. The Liederkranz (“song circle”) was crafted to include singers regardless of 

literacy level or musical experience, and Männerchor societies performed larger 

orchestral works in addition to part songs.14  

Official convivial male singing societies surfaced in Munich during the 1840s. 

Rheinberger was not associated with a Liedertafel society but conducted the Akadmischer 

Gesangverein (AGV) München (Munich Choral Society) from 1864-1877. Founded in 

1861, the organization was an organization that achieved camaraderie through social 

singing.15   

																																																								
13 Würz and Gmeinwieser, “Rheinberger, Joseph.”  
14 Frank Albinder, “Male Choirs: A Brief Historical Overview of the European Tradition of Male Singing 
Societies and Their Influence in the Development of Collegiate Glee Clubs in America: Part I,” The Choral 
Journal 48, no. 10 (April 2008): 41-43, 46-48, accessed February 6, 2018, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/23557688, 43-44. 
15 The Munich Liedertafel was formed in 1840 and remains in existence today. Some of the organization’s 
notable honorary conductor-composers included Franz Lachner, Felix Mendessohn, Louis Spohr, and 
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Rheinberger’s part song style was influenced by Franz Lachner, who developed 

an appreciation for male chorus singing while friends with Schubert in Vienna during the 

1820s.16 As Lachner’s pupil, Rheinberger became familiar with the Liedertafel tradition 

and formed an interest in male part song composition. Many of his most salient music 

traits, including frequent unison singing and parallel third motion, were derived from his 

teacher’s inherent style.  

As a composition professor, Rheinberger mentored over 600 students at the 

Munich Conservatorium. He taught his pupils how to compose for piano, organ, 

instruments, voice, and chorus. Two of his students, George Whitefield Chadwick and 

Horatio Parker, developed a specific interest in part song composition.17 

 

RHEINBERGER’S MALE PART SONG REPERTOIRE 

Between 1854-1897, Rheinberger composed 106 four-voice male chorus part 

songs in Munich.18 Interestingly, the sub-genre represents almost one-fourth of his total 

choral output. Sixteen opus collections encompass 86 pieces, and each are 

unaccompanied. Nineteen additional male part songs were written without opus numbers 

(JWV and WoO) and only two contain piano accompaniment.19  

																																																								
Giacomo Meyerbeer. Rheinberger composed approximately forty male chorus works while serving as 
conductor of the Munich Choral Society. 
16 Horst Leuchtmann. “Lachner family.” In Grove Music Online. Accessed February 6, 2018. Oxford Music 
Online. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libe2.lib.ttu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0
001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000015780?result=1&rskey=XWrJ4a#omo-9781561592630-e-0000015780-
div1-0000015780.2. 
17 William Osborne, American Singing Societies and Their Partsongs: Ten Prominent American 
Composers of the Genre (1860-1940) and the Seminal Singing Societies that Performed the Repertory 
(Oklahoma: American Choral Directors Association, 1994), 57-59, 65-66. 
18 In comparison, Schubert composed 105 existing male chorus part songs. Rheinberger also composed a 
few early three-voice male chorus part songs. However, the titles are not mentioned in this study. 
19 Hans-Josef Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers 
(Regensburg: Gustav Bosse Verlag Regensburg, 1974). According to Sexton’s dissertation, Rheinberger 
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The male chorus repertoire also includes the poetry of thirty-six nineteenth 

century German contemporary poets. Rheinberger favored texts without radical agenda or 

programmatic purpose. Nearly half of the male chorus part songs include the texts of four 

German contemporary poets: Franz Alfred Muth, Fanny von Hoffnaaß, Robert Reinick, 

and Friedrich Wilhelm Weber. A significant portion of the texts were also written by 

Munich contemporaries.20   

Rheinberger dedicated male chorus works to singing societies in many German, 

Austrian, and Eastern European cities. Thirteen of the sixteen male opus collections were 

dedicated to singing societies outside of Munich, and all were published in Leipzig. 

Specifically, he composed for groups in Basel, Erlangen, Leipzig, Lindau, Munich, 

Speyer, Tilsit, and Vienna.21  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

																																																								
also composed 40 secular accompanied mixed chorus part songs and 154 secular unaccompanied mixed 
song part songs. 
20 Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers. One example of 
each poet’s work will be discussed and analyzed in Chapter Three. 
21 Ibid. Rheinberger rarely dedicated male chorus collections to singing societies on more than one 
occasion. The only exceptions are op. 44 and op. 48 for the Dem akademischen Gesangvereins in Munich.	
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CHAPTER THREE:  
MALE CHORUS PART SONG ANALYSES 

 
 

“MAILIED,” OP. 48, NO. 4 

Es kommt ein wundersamer Knab   A wondrous lad comes	
itzt durch die Welt gegangen,   walking through the world,	
und wo er geht, bergauf, bergab,  and wherever he goes, uphill or down,	
hebt sich ein Glast und Prangen,  a shine and brilliance arise.       	
und wo er geht, bergauf, bergab,  and wherever he goes, uphill or down,	
hebt sich ein Glast und Prangen.  a shine and brilliance arise.      	
In frischem Grün steht Feld und Tal,  Field and valley are freshly green,	       
die Vögel singen allzumal,   the birds sing because of it,       	
ein Blütenschnee und Regen fällt   a rain and snow of blossoms fall		
nieder allerwegen.    down everywhere.	
         
Drum singen wir im Wald dies Lied  So we sing this song in the forest     	
mit Hei und Tralaleien,   with a Hey and Tra-La-La       	
wir singen's, weil es sprießt und blüht, we sing because everything sprouts and 

blooms,  
wir singen's, weil es sprießt und blüht,  we sing because everything sprouts and 

blooms, 
als Gruß, als Gruß dem jungen Maien! to greet, to greet the fresh young May!	
    
Den Mai ergötzt Gebrumm und Summ,         Humming and buzzing enchant it,	
ist immer guter Laune,              May is always in good spirits,	
drum schwirren durch den Tann herum          and the brown May beetles whir around  	
die Maienkäfer braune,              through the trees.	
und aus dem Moos wächst schnell herfür       and out of the moss the most beautiful  
      decoration  	
der Frühlingsblumen schönste Zier,             of spring flowers sprouts.  	
die weißen Glöcklein läuten              the little white heather bells ring in	
den Maien ein mit Freuden.            May with joy.	
   
Drum singen wir im Wald dies Lied  So we sing this song in the forest     	
mit Hei und Tralaleien,   with a Hey and Tra-La-La       	
wir singen's, weil es sprießt und blüht, we sing because everything sprouts and 

blooms,  
wir singen's, weil es sprießt und blüht,  we sing because everything sprouts and 

blooms, 
als Gruß, als Gruß dem jungen Maien! to greet, to greet the fresh young May!	
  
Jetzunder denkt, wer immer kann,  Now one thinks, whoever can,		
auf Kurzweil, Scherz und Minne;  of enjoyment, fun and love;  	
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manch einem grauen Biedermann  many a gray and proper man  	
wird's wieder jung zu Sinne;   becomes young again at heart;     	
manch einem grauen Biedermann  many a gray and proper man  
wird's wieder jung zu Sinne!   becomes young again at heart!      
Er ruft hinüber übern Rhein:   He calls out over the Rhine:    	
"Herzliebster Schatz, o lass mich ein!" “Dearest sweetheart, oh, let me in!”       	
Und hüben tönt's und drüben:   And it sounds out on both shores:     	
Im Mai, da ist gut lieben!   In May the loving is good!	
	  
Drum singen wir im Wald dies Lied  So we sing this song in the forest     	
mit Hei und Tralaleien,   with a Hey and Tra-La-La       	
wir singen's, weil es sprießt und blüht, we sing because everything sprouts and 

blooms,  
wir singen's, weil es sprießt und blüht,  we sing because everything sprouts and 

blooms, 
als Gruß, als Gruß dem jungen Maien! to greet, to greet the fresh young May!22	
 

Origin 

As a young composer, Rheinberger wrote very few male chorus part songs. In 

fact, only four are known to exist before 1870. However, at age thirty-one, he regularly 

composed for male voices and issued his first complete collection, Vier deutsche 

Gesänge, op. 48, in 1871.23 “Mailied” (May Song) is the most well-known piece in the 

collection and is one of his most admired early male chorus works.24  

Poet 

Rheinberger was also interested in setting lighthearted and intricate poetry. For 

this reason, he admired the writing of Joseph Victor von Scheffel (1826-1886), a well-

																																																								
22 All part song English translations were completed by W. S. Merchant in October 2017, and each 
subsequent translation or quotation is courtesy of her work. 
23 Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers, 132. 
24 See Appendix A for a listing of all five part songs. “Mailied” was not dedicated to a male chorus singing 
society. However, the third song in the collection, “Einem Todten” (op. 48), was dedicated to the Munich 
Akademischen Gesangverein (Munich Singing Society) in honor of Carl Hoffman, a German soldier who 
died at the Battle of Sedan during the Franco-Prussian War in September 1870. 
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respected German poet.25 Between 1870-1871, Rheinberger set three Scheffel poems 

about nature and wildlife. The poet had a strong connection to Munich because he had 

lived there as a student and was an honorary member of the poetry organization Die 

Krokodile (“The Crocodiles”).26 

Poetry and Musical Form 

Rheinberger’s early songs demonstrate strict adherence to Classical form. 

“Mailied” is comprised of three stanzas with symmetrical poetic meter and a repeated 

refrain in contrasting duple meter. Each verse contains new text, yet is set to similar 

music. 

Scheffel’s poetry depicts the prevalent sights and sounds of nature in early May. 

Each verse is written in narrative form, and the refrain in first-person. Verses 1 and 2 

depict spring’s beauty as seen through the eyes of a “wondrous lad” wandering through 

green “field and valley.” Multiple metaphors highlight spring’s beauty and activity. In 

Verse 3, the “wondrous lad” has aged into an old man, but the advent of each new spring 

offers him renewed hope and peace. 

Melody, Texture, and Rhythm 

Throughout his career, Rheinberger varied musical texture to produce melodic 

interest. While some lines are graceful and elegant, others are rugged and demanding. 

Figure 3.1 demonstrates opposing melodic textures that coincide with contrasting lyrics. 

In mm. 1-2, a syncopated descending melody upon a dominant arpeggio illustrates the 

																																																								
25 Charles Dudley Warner, ed. A Library of the World’s Best Literature, Vol. XLIII: Dictionary of Authors 
(K-Z). (New York: Cosimo Classics, 2008), 502.  (See Appendix A) 
26 Additional information about Die Krokodile will be presented in the analysis of “Cita mors ruit.”	
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skipping “wondrous lad.” However, an abrupt change to a stepwise ascending eight-note 

melody depicts the boy’s ascent up the hillside. (m. 5) 

Figure 3.1 – “Mailied,” mm. 1-8.27 The excerpt is from Verse 1. 

 The composer’s early works also contain demanding vocal ranges, particularly 

within the Tenor I voice. The male chorus melodies typically include bounding lines with 

arduous leaps that reflect cheerful texts. For example, in Figure 3.2, the melody line 

swiftly soars between C3 and F4 and returns home to C3 within a few short measures.  

 

Figure 3.2 – “Mailied,” mm. 21-24.28 The excerpt is from the first refrain. Ascending melodic leaps 
between mm. 21-22 reinforce the arrival of the phrase climax at m. 23. 

 

 

 

Tonality 

Modulations are infrequent in the early part songs and typically occur between 

closely related and chromatic mediant keys. Simple modulatory techniques also reflect 

new poetic subjects and contrasting moods.  

																																																								
27 Josef Gabriel Rheinberger, “Mailied,” in Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for 
men’s choir. Ed. Harald Wanger. (Leinfelden-Echterdingen: Carus-Verlag, 2001), 6. 
28 Ibid., 6. 
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Scarce modulations and standard key relationships reflect the composer’s early 

student training. In “Mailied,” two modulations occur between the chromatic mediant 

keys of F major and A-flat major. The keys reflect sudden transformation between 

intense physical activity and peaceful reflection. At the inception of the refrain, the home 

key of F major returns. 

Harmony, Texture, and Rhythm 

Most of the initial male chorus works contain basic diatonic progressions and 

little chromaticism. The piece includes few chords outside the key, and light 

chromaticism embellishes melody without complicating harmony. 

Rheinberger varied harmonic texture to enrich the relationship between text and 

music. The alternation between four-voice harmony and unison melody is one of his most 

prominent style traits and is discovered in most of the repertoire. In fact, most songs 

begin with four-voice unison melody, as if to immediately attract the listener’s ear.29 

(Figure 3.3, mm. 1-2) However, the interjection of homophonic texture provides textural 

contrast and harmonic interest.30 

The composer also implemented two-voice unison canon to enrich textural 

variety. Ascending eighth-note unison canon between the tenors and basses creatively 

portrays the “wondrous lad” and his trailing shadow: “And wherever he goes, uphill or 

down, a shine and brilliance arise.” (mm. 5-8)  

																																																								
29 Four-part unison melody is a signature Rheinberger melodic trait. Many pieces begin with unison or 
unison octave melodies upon a major arpeggio. 
30 The reason for frequent unison melodies at a song inception is unknown. However, the melodic style trait 
invokes a sense of convivial brotherhood. This trait was also seen in Lachner’s music. 
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Figure 3.3 – “Mailied,” mm. 1-8.31 The excerpt is from Verse 1. 
 

The early male chorus works are saturated with parallel voice motion to reflect 

texts with intense action. Stepwise parallel third harmonies between the Tenor I and 

Tenor II voices invoke “singing” to celebrate spring’s arrival: “We sing because 

everything sprouts and blooms, to greet, the fresh young May!” (Figure 3.4, mm. 24-27) 

 

Figure 3.4 – “Mailied,” mm. 24-27.32 The excerpt is from the first verse refrain. 
 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

 “Mailied” is a charming example of Rheinberger’s early male chorus salient 

musical style traits. Simple writing with symmetrical poetry reflects his early Classical 

training. However, the piece is most important to the male chorus repertoire because it 

																																																								
31 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 6. 
32 Ibid., 6-7. 
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demonstrates his affection for simple form, melody, and harmony. In addition, music 

coincides with text to illuminate specific poetic lines through varied rhythm, melody, and 

texture. The work’s accessibility made it appealing for convivial male singing societies 

such as the Liedertafel. 

   

“DER JONAS KEHRT’ IM WALLFISCH EIN,” OP. 74, NO. 1 

Der Jonas kehrt' im Wallfisch ein:             Jonah stepped into the Whale: 	
Das muß ein sauber Wirthshaus sein!             That must be a very tidy tavern! 	
Salzwasser gibt es da statt Wein,              They have saltwater there instead of wine,	
dabei soll Einer singen!               and yet you have to sing! 	
Der "goldne Karpfen" ist mein Fisch,  The “Golden Carp” is my fish, 	
da ist allzeit gedeckt der Tisch,  the table is always spread there,  	
Rein ist der Wein, das Bier ist frisch,  the wine is pure, the beer is fresh,  	
Der Fisch soll mich verschlingen!  That fish should swallow me!	
    
Der Jonas saß im Wallfisch; ja!   Jonah sat in the Whale, indeed!  	
Kein Tanzplatz und kein Mädel da,  There is no dance floor and no girls there. 
Von Fischbein Alles, was er sah,  Everything he saw was made of fish bones, 	
Langweilig war's im Ganzen!   On the whole it was boring!	
Da lob ich mir den "schwarzen Bär!”  I recommend the “Black Bear!”	
Von Fischbein keine Spur umher,   There no trace of fish bones there,  	
doch läßt der Bär die kreuz und quer      but the bear has them dancing		
in seinem Bauche tanzen.   back and forth in his belly.	
  
Im Wallfisch, wo der Jonas war,            In the whale where Jonah was, 
Stockmäuschenstill das ganze Jahr!             it’s quiet as a mouse all year round!  
Solch Wasserfisch, das ist doch klar,            It is clear after all, that such fish  
muß allzeit stille schweigen.             Have to be quiet all the time.   
Ei Sapperment, dem "weißen Schwan,”         Oh, for heaven’s sake, the “White Swan,” 
dem hört ihr meilenweit schon an,            your hear about it for miles around,           
Was man Plaisire drin haben kann            What pleasure you can have there 
an Sang und Flöt und Geigen.            With songs and flutes and fiddles. 

Der Jonas ein Prophete war,   Now Jonah was a prophet, 
darum er den auch offenbar   so it is clear that 
logiren konnt’ ohn’ viel Gefahr  he can lodge without much peril 
in solchem Wasserschanke.   in such a watery tavern. 
Jedweder gehe seine Bahn;   Everyone travels his own path; 
ich tanz’ im “Bär”, ich lustig an  I dance in the “Bear,” I sing in the “Swan,” 
im “Karpfen” stoß ich lustig an.  I happily raise a glass in the “Carp.” 
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Im Wallfisch? Nein, ich danke!  In the Whale? No, thank you! 
 

Origin  

 Written in 1873, “Der Jonas kehrt’ im Walfisch ein” is one of the composer’s 

most clever and amusing part songs. Included in In der Zauchstube, op. 74, the piece was 

dedicated to the Lindauer Liederkranz in 1874.33 Lindauer was conveniently located 

between Munich and his birth city of Liechtenstein, and the composer was familiar with 

the city’s male singing tradition.34  

Poet 

Four songs in the collection include the poetry of Robert Reinick (1805-1852), a 

Dresden lyricist recognized for his special friendship and professional collaboration with 

Robert and Clara Schumann. On eight occasions, Rheinberger set the poet’s texts for 

male chorus, because he was extremely fond of his wit and humor.35  

Poetry and Musical Form 

“Der Jonas kehrt’ im Walfisch ein” is comprised of four poetic stanzas with 

symmetrical poetry. Rheinberger composed the piece in two definitive sections and its 

musical form is simple sectional binary. The piece’s two primary sections contain similar 

music with different texts.36  

Reinick’s poem references the Old Testament story of Jonah and the Whale, and 

the verses are in narrative form. During each refrain, first-person commentary states the 

																																																								
33 See Appendix A for the titles of the additional four songs in the collection. 
34 Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers, 200. In der 
Zauchstube was his fourth male chorus part song collection and the third dedicated to a singing society. 
35 Warner, A Library of the World’s Best Literature, Vol. XLIII: Dictionary of Authors (K-Z), 454. 
Rheinberger set his first student work, Sommernacht (Summer Night), to Reinick’s poetry in 1853. 
36 Rheinberger rarely repeated lines of poetry and typically set complete poems without revision. 
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author’s strong opposition to living inside the Whale.37 The poet playfully suggests three 

more favorable dwellings: 1) the “Golden Carp” for its food, beer, and wine, 2) the 

“Black Bear” for its lively dancing and entertainment, and 3) the “White Swan” for its 

sprightly music with “flutes and fiddles.” To close the poem, the author comically 

proclaims: “I dance in the ‘Bear,’ I sing in the ‘Swan,’ I happily raise a glass in the 

‘Carp.’ In the Whale? No, thank you!” 

Melody, Texture, and Rhythm  

Rheinberger often varied melodic texture and rhythm to correspond with playful 

lyrics. The song begins with a pleasant four-voice unison melody, and a brief staccato 

quarter-note passage illustrates Jonah tip-toeing into the Whale’s stomach. (Figure 3.5, 

mm. 1-2). Unison melody is interrupted by declamatory four-part homophony to provide 

sudden textural contrast. Many examples of melodic text painting appear throughout the 

work.  

 
 
Figure 3.5 – “Der Jonas kehrt’ im Walfisch ein,” mm. 1-4.38 The excerpt is from the A section. 
 

The composer also applied large intervals to reflect lively poetry. At the 

conclusion of the A section, large ascending and descending leaps depict enthusiastic 

																																																								
37 Reinick refers to the Whale as a “tavern” of only salt water (Verse 1) and fish bones (Verse 2). 
38 Josef Gabriel Rheinberger, Der Jonas kehrt im Walfisch ein, ed. Alexander Reuter, 2016, accessed 
February 6, 2018, International Music Score Library Project, 
http://imslp.org/wiki/In_der_Zechstube%2C_Op.74_(Rheinberger%2C_Josef_Gabriel), 1. 
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drinking and dining within the “Golden Carp.” (Figure 3.6, mm. 18-19) In mm. 21-23, 

staggered intervals humorously suggest that the character has consumed too much 

alcohol: “The wine is pure, the beer is fresh, that fish should swallow me!”  

 

Figure 3.6 – “Der Jonas kehrt’ im Walfisch ein,” mm. 16-23.39 The excerpt is from the A section. 

 

Tonality 

By the mid-1870s, Rheinberger had applied new tonal methods to his male chorus 

repertoire. Modulations occurred with greater frequency and were highlighted by varied 

key relationships. Most modulations in “Der Jonas kehrt’ im Wallfisch ein” coincide with 

new poetry and incorporate chromatic mediant and closely related keys. (Table 3.1) 

However, distantly related keys, such as G major and B major, also parallel contrasting 

mood and emotion, and the abrupt shift between the keys always corresponds with new 

and vibrant texts. For example, in Verse 3, the change to B major relates to “what 

pleasure you can have there (inside the whale) with songs and flutes and fiddles.” 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
39	Reuter, Der Jonas kehrt’ im Wallfisch ein, 1-2.	
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Table 3.1 – Form and Key Relationships for “Der Jonas kehrt’ im Walfish ein.” 

 

Harmony, Texture, and Rhythm  

Rheinberger occasionally abandoned basic tonic-dominant chord progressions and 

incorporated non-harmonic tone embellishment to impact harmony and reflect text. In the 

song, light ascending chromaticism briefly impacts harmony and resolves to an 

unanticipated penultimate V9 chord. (Figure 3.7, m. 91-93) However, instead of 

immediate resolution to the tonic, a staccato double appoggiatura between the Tenor I 

and Bass I delays cadential gratification to prepare a moment of spirited humor: 

 Everyone travels his own path;  
 I dance in the “Bear,” I sing in the “Swan,”  
 I happily raise a glass in the “Carp.” 
 In the Whale? No, thank you! 
 

 

Figure 3.7 – “Der Jonas kehrt’ im Walfisch ein,” mm. 89-94.40 The excerpt is from Verse 4 and concludes 
the song. 
 

Various methods of parallel motion also enrich the harmonic fabric of the male 

chorus repertoire. Throughout the piece, parallel motion between voices often continues 

																																																								
40 Reuter, Der Jonas kehrt’ im Wallfish ein, 6. 
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for up to five measures. In Figure 3.8, stepwise descending parallel third canon is found 

between the tenor and bass voices (mm. 39-42) and inverted parallel thirds (parallel 

sixths) occur between the Tenor I and Bass I voices to deliberately illustrate the action 

within the text. In this example, parallel stepwise motion specifically portrays dancing 

inside the “Black Bear.” (mm. 43-44)  

 

Figure 3.8 – “Der Jonas kehrt’ im Walfisch ein,” mm. 39-46.41 The excerpt is from Verse 2. 
 
 

Summary 

“Der Jonas kehrt’ im Wallfisch ein” incorporates Rheinberger’s early salient style 

traits, including simple form, melody, and rhythm. In addition, extended modulations and 

modulatory techniques correspond with vibrant keys to illuminate text variation. The 

work also fuses amusing lyrics with simple music to enrich humor. As a whole, 

																																																								
41 Reuter, Der Jonas kehrt’ im Walfisch ein, 3. 
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lighthearted works were important to the German singing tradition, because they 

pertained to each organization’s convivial mission.  

 

“IM MÄRZEN,” OP. 85, NO. 4 

Es ist die Luft so weich und lind  The air has become so soft and sweet 
In einter Nacht geworden;   In one night; 
das Eis zerbricht, der Schnee zerrinnt  the ice cracks, the snow melts away, 
dann grunt es aller Orten.   then it becomes green everywhere. 
 
Im dürren Wipfel wiegt sich leis  In the brittle tree tops sways 
Ein Vöglein voller Lieder;   A little bird full of songs; 
Da blühen alle Zweige weiß,   All of the branches bloom in white, 
Es blüht im Herzen wieder.   It is blooming in the heart again. 
 
Es weint der Schmerz so süß sich aus  Sorrow cries itself out so sweetly 
Und jubelt hell die Liebe;   And love rejoices brightly; 
zu enge wird mir Herz und Haus  my heart and home become too small 
für all die Frühlingstriebe!   for all the desires of spring! 
 
Und blüht’s talaus, und blüht’s talein, And it is blooming up the valley and down, 
Da jubelt’s rings auf Erden   There is joy all around on the earth 
Als müsst die Welt im Frühlingsschein As if the world in the presence of spring 
Zum Paradiese warden.   Must become a paradise. 

 

Origin  

 By the mid-1870s, some of the composer’s male chorus works had increased in 

complexity. One example, “Im Märzen” (In March), was composed and published in 

1874, and is included in Aus dem Sängerleben, op. 85.42 According to Rheinberger’s 

thematic catalogue, the compilation was dedicated to a man named Carl Baron von Peche 

of Prague. However, the source does not indicate the man’s pedigree or which male 

singing society received and performed the works.43 

																																																								
42 Aus dem Sängerleben, op. 85, contains seven part songs. See Appendix A for a complete listing. 
43 Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers, 224. 
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Poet 

Six part songs from Aus dem Sängerleben are set to the poetry of Franz Alfred 

Muth (1839-1890), who was an admired German poet and clergyman.44 He wrote more 

than 250 poems, which were set by 180 different composers. 45 He also became one of 

Rheinberger’s most preferred poets. Seventeen of Muth’s poems were set for male chorus 

between 1874-1875, and three more were published a decade later. 

Poetry and Musical Form 

 “Im Märzen” includes four symmetrical stanzas and is composed in rounded 

binary form. While the A section incorporates Stanza 1, the B section encompasses 

Stanzas 2 and 3. The final A section includes Stanza 4 and concludes with a modified 

ending.  

Muth is best known for writing exquisite poetry about nature. The first verse 

vibrantly depicts the transformation from winter to spring. References to “cracking ice” 

and “melting snow” offer vivid imagery and reflect nature’s majesty. The second verse 

contains specific natural metaphors that also insinuate the beautiful sights and sounds of 

spring.46 Finally, the poem’s final two verses declare the complete evolution of the new 

season: 

And it is blooming up the valley and down, 
There is joy all around on the earth 
As if the world in appearance of spring 
Must become a paradise.  
 
 

																																																								
44 “Künstlergruß and die Frauen” (no. 2) was set to the poetry of Robert Reinick. 
45 Bernhard Hemmerle. 175 Years of Franz Alfred Muth. Villmar: 2014. 
46 One particular example draws a beautiful comparison between a rejuvenated heart and “blooming 
branches”. 
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Melody, Texture, and Rhythm 

As was common in Rheinberger’s early writing, the piece begins with a simple 

and elegant arpeggio melody. Ascending leaps are immediately followed by descending 

stepwise motion, and graceful lines reflect the “soft and sweet air” at the onset of spring. 

(Figure 3.9)  

 

Figure 3.9 – “Im Märzen,” mm. 1-8. The Carus-Verlag edition is in 3/8 time.47 The excerpt is from the A 
section. 
 

However, elegant melodicism is suddenly interrupted by extensive syncopated 

rhythms, and jarring major sixth leaps exemplify the sudden emergence of spring. (“The 

ice cracks, the snow melts away, then it becomes green everywhere.”) In addition, 

prevalent triplet figures depict the thrill of spring’s arrival. (Figure 3.10, m. 11)48  

 

Figure 3.10 – “Im Märzen,” mm. 8-14.49 The Carus-Verlag edition is in 3/8 time. 

 As his style developed, the composer also occasionally placed the melody outside 

of the Tenor I voice to enhance the correlation between music and poetry. In the final 

																																																								
47 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 4. 
48 Pervasive triplet figures were common in Rheinberger’s mature male chorus part songs.  
49 Ibid., 4. 
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verse, a lyrical, reflective Bass II melody lies beneath an upper-voice sustained E-flat 

major triadic pedal. As referenced in the text, this moment may reflect a faint “echo” 

from the valley. (Figure 3.11) 

 

Figure 3.11 – “Im Märzen,” mm. 48-52.50 The Carus-Verlag edition is in 3/8 time, and the excerpt is from 
the conclusion of the final A section. This is the only bass melody example in the work, making its usage 
unusual. 

 

Tonality 

Like many of the early male chorus part songs, “Im Märzen” possesses closely 

related and chromatic mediant key relationships, and each contrasting section is 

reinforced by fresh tonality and contrasting lyrics. In the A section, the tonic key of E-flat 

major modulates to C minor to reflect the sudden and mysterious emergence of spring. 

The B section commences in A-flat major but quickly pivots to C major to reflect new 

life. The return of the A section modulates from E-flat major to A-flat major to indicate 

spring’s complete evolution and the warmth of “paradise.” 

 
Table 3.2 – Form and Key Relationship for “Im Märzen”  
 

 
 

 

																																																								
50 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 5. 
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Harmony, Texture, and Rhythm 

While the early songs contain simple harmony, “Im Märzen” applies frequent 

secondary functions and non-harmonic tones to enhance harmony. Each harmonic 

method adds significant vibrancy and produces brief tonal instability.  

One particular moment of tonal ambiguity occurs in mm. 27-32. The key of A-flat 

major modulates to E-flat major. (Figure 3.12) However, E-flat minor, G-flat major, and 

C-flat major triads also briefly manipulate tonality to depict the heart’s gradual yearning 

for “all the desires of spring.” 

 

Figure 3.12 – “Im Märzen,” mm. 27-32.51 The excerpt is from the B section. 
 

Summary 

  “Im Märzen” is a pivotal example of the composer’s evolved male chorus musical 

style and demonstrates his interest in expanded harmony and tonality. The 

implementation of extended harmonic techniques, such as secondary functions, mode 

																																																								
51 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 5. 
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mixture, and non-harmonic tones, enrich the connection between text and music and hint 

toward his progressive late-century harmonic style. While lyrical melody remained 

Rheinberger’s signature musical trait, some lines also include pervasive syncopated 

rhythms to reflect contrasting texts.  

 

“JAGDMORGEN,” OP. 116, NO. 4 

Erwacht, erwacht    Awake! Awake! 
ihr Ritter und Edelfraun!   You, Knights and Ladies! 
Es schwand die Nacht,   The night is gone, 
die Fluren frisch sich betaun.   The meadows are newly thawing. 
Schon pfeift der Falke,   The falcon is calling, 
es wiehert das Ross;    the horse is neighing; 
Am Brückentore hart fröhlicher Tross, The cheery company is waiting at the bridge  
      gates, 
Hört, wie das Jagdhorn schallt:  Listen, how the horn sounds: 
Zum Wald, zum Wald,   To the forest, to the forest, 
in den grünen Wald!    into the green forest! 
 
Erwacht, erwacht    Awake! Awake! 
ihr Ritter und Edelfraun!   You, Knights and Ladies! 
Es wich schon sacht    The gray dawn has already yielded 
Dem Frührot das Morgengraun;  To the rose of morn; 
die Meereswelle, die Meereswelle  The sea wave, the sea wave 
erzittert im Licht,    Quivers in the light, 
ihr Schaumgefunkel in Strahlen sich bricht; its foamy funnels break in radiant rays; 
Hört, wie das Jagdhorn schallt:  Listen, how the horn sounds: 
Zum Wald, zum Wald,   To the forest, to the forest, 
in den grünen Wald!    into the green forest! 
 
Erwacht, erwacht    Awake! Awake! 
ihr Ritter und Edelfraun!   You, Knights and Ladies! 
Die Sonne lacht her nieder,   The sun laughs down, 
auf herbstliche Au’n.    on autumnal eyes. 
Schon steifen die Hirsche zum klaren Teich Already the stags graze at the clear pond 
und reibe die Enden am Stamm der Eich, and rub the end of the trunk of the oak, 
Hört, wie das Jagdhorn schallt:  Listen, how the horn sounds: 
Zum Wald, zum Wald,   To the forest, to the forest, 
in den grünen Wald!    into the green forest! 
 
Erwacht, erwacht    Awake! Awake! 
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schon eilet die Stunde zu sehr.  the hour is already too fast. 
Von Gier entfacht,    Greed by greed, 
nicht halten die Rüden sich mehr,  the dogs no longer hold themselves, 
sie stürmen ins Weite dem Strand entlang, They rush into the expanse along the beach, 
ihr Ritter und Frauen, o hört den Sang: her knights and wives, o hear the song: 
Hört, wie das Jagdhorn schallt,  Listen, how the horn sounds, 
Hört, wie das Jagdhorn schallt:  Listen, how the horn sounds: 
Zum Wald, zum Wald,   To the forest, to the forest, 
in den grünen Wald!    into the green forest! 

 

Origin 

 During the prime of his career, Rheinberger had become more susceptible to the 

influence of Romanticism. While he remained rooted in Classical composition, he 

composed some works with new harmonic and rhythmic vigor. One such piece is 

“Jagdmorgen” (Hunting Morning), which was composed in 1879 and is one of four songs 

in Seebilder, op. 116. Published in Leipzig, the collection was dedicated to “Arion,” an 

academic singing society in the same city.52  

Poet 

Each poem in Seebilder was written by the composer’s foremost literary 

confidant, his wife Franziska “Fanny” Hoffnaaß (1831-1892). She was a distinguished 

poetess and socialite from Munich whose substantial professional connections enhanced 

her husband’s career in composition, education, and performance.53 She provided texts to 

many of his part songs, including sixteen for male chorus.54  

																																																								
52 Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers, 292. 
53 Matthew Bumbach, “Reviving Josef Rheinberger’s Op. 64 Maitag: Ein lyrisches Intermezzo No. 1 Früh 
Morgens,” The Choral Scholar 5, no. 2 (Spring 2016), 4, https://www.ncco-usa.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/01/TCS_v5n2_c-Bumbach.pdf. 
Fanny’s expertise in foreign language correspondence was very important to the successful distribution of 
his music in Germany and other European nations. She was fluent in five different languages. 	
54 Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers. 
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Poetry and Musical Form 

 The song includes four stanzas written in asymmetrical poetic meter and 

demonstrates the unique expansion of strophic form. Each verse begins with a 

declamatory introduction (“Erwacht, erwacht, ihr Ritter und Edelfraun!”) and closing 

statement. (“Zum Wald, zum Wald, in den grünen Wald!”)  

Interested in texts with action, Rheinberger had a keen desire for setting poetry 

about hunting. His “songs of pursuit” incorporate intense activity and adventure and 

reference the delightful sights and sounds of nature. The narrative begins with a man 

riding his horse alongside his hounds through “thawing meadows.” As he approaches a 

bridge in Verse 2, the waves below foam and glisten as deer approach the water. In the 

final verse, the dogs charge their prey, the hunting horn sounds, and the rider exclaims, 

“To the forest, to the green forest!” 

Melody, Texture, and Rhythm 

The composer typically wrote melodies with extensive vocal range and large 

leaps. However, some part songs also incorporate lines with pervasive syncopated 

rhythms. In Figure 3.13, a vocally demanding melody swiftly glides between E-flat 3	and 

B-flat 4 over three measures, and persistent triplet figures personify the intensity of the 

hunt. (mm. 19-21) 
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Figure 3.13 – “Jagdmorgen,” mm. 17-24.55 The excerpt is from Verse 1. Triplet figures correspond with the 
following text: “The cheerful gear is waiting at bridge gates; Listen, how the horn sounds!” Rapidly 
ascending fifths also reflect the intense anticipation of the hunt (zum wald - “to the forest”) 
 

Rheinberger demonstrated additional melodic ingenuity by frequently assigning 

the melody to the Bass I or Bass II voice. In each verse, brief bass solo melodies interrupt 

four-part harmony to highlight significant lyrics. In the excerpt, a slow ascending half-

step melody in the Bass II depicts the gradual rising of the sun. (Figure 3.14, mm. 6-8)56 

Similar melodic moments occur in each of the following three verses. 

 
 
Figure 3.14 – “Jagdmorgen,” mm. 6-10.57 The excerpt is from Verse 1. 
 
 

 
Tonality 

By the late-1870s, Rheinberger had incorporated frequent modulations and 

modulatory methods to reflect text ambiance. Each verse in “Jagdmorgen” contains tonal 

center variation to correspond with text. In Verse 2, the chromatic mediant keys of E-flat 

																																																								
55 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 14. 
56 Brief bass melodies also appear in Verses 2-4. However, each moment contains unique musical material 
that corresponds with each new text.   	
57 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 14. 
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major and G major reflect the ascension of a vibrant morning sun. (mm. 25-30) In Verse 

3, a subtle common chord modulation between the closely related E-flat major and B-flat 

major keys reflects the serenity of two quiet deer drinking from a stream. The final verse 

integrates striking mode mixture to portray wild hunting dogs storming toward their prey.  

 

Table 3.3 – Opening Modulations with Text for “Jagdmorgen”  

 
 

Harmony, Texture, and Rhythm 

In his mature works, progressive harmony corresponds with rhythm to illuminate 
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text. Prevalent melodic and harmonic triplets are applied to incite intense action and 

emotion. For example, in Figure 3.15, repeated triplet figures depict a galloping horse 

and personify such words as wiehert (“neighing”), and fröhlicher (“cheerful”), and pfeift 

(“whistles”). “Dovetail” triplets between the tenor and bass voices also depict a sense of 

rugged adventure. (mm. 15-17)58  

 

Figure 3.15 – “Jagdmorgen,” mm. 14-18.59 The excerpt is from Verse 1. 
 

Melodic non-harmonic tones are common in most of his male chorus works and 

embellish simple chord progressions. They often occur within the Tenor I voice to enrich 

melody and delay cadence resolution. (Figure 3.16, mm. 34-36)  

																																																								
58 The term “dovetail triplet” refers to rhythms that are three-against-two. The melody line typically 
contains the triplet figure. Regarding performance practice, the duple rhythms may be performed as written 
or as triplet figures.  
59 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 14. 
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Figure 3.16 – “Jagdmorgen,” mm. 30-34.60 The excerpt is from Verse 2. In mm. 34, cadence resolution is 
temporarily delayed by an accented passing tone in the Tenor I melody. 

 

Summary 

 “Jagdmorgen” epitomizes Rheinberger’s expansion of musical form, harmony, 

rhythm, and tonality. Strophic form is manipulated to correspond with asymmetrical 

poetry, and stark modulations and relentless triplet rhythms reflect lyrics with intense 

adventure. While melody remains the focal point, new interest is created through the 

unique placement of the melodic line. The work’s expanded musical traits present 

numerous performance challenges, and the music is most appropriate for singers with 

significant musical training. 

 

“ABENDRUHE,” OP. 160, NO. 4 
 
Wie still die Luft,    How still the air, 
kein Blatt bewegt sich rings   no leaf stirs around 
in den Buchen dichtbelaubt,    in the thick leafy bushes, 
der Sonne letzter Strahl,   the sun’s last ray, 
er legt sich den stolzen Bäumen auf   Lays its head on the proud trees, 
     das Haupt  
und wie in Schlummer hingesunken  and as if sunk in slumber 
liegt rings die schöne, weite Welt,  lies all around the beautiful, wide world, 
noch von dem Glanz der Sonne trunken, still drunken from the radiance of the sun, 
der farbenprächtig sie erhellt.   which illuminates it gorgeously. 
 
Es wirft der Abend seine Schatten  Evening throws its shadows 
																																																								
60 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 15. 
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und seines tiefen Schweigens Spur rings and its deep trail of silence 
auf der Wiesen grüne Matten,   all around the green blanket of the meadow, 
auf Tal und Hügel, Feld und Flur.  on valley and hill, field and meadow, 
Und aus dem Walde kommt geschritten And out of the forest steps 
der stolze Hirsch, das scheue Reh,   the proud hart, the shy doe, 
sie nahen sich mit flüchtgen Tritten,  they approach with light steps, 
mit flüchtgen Tritten dem Stillen,  with light steps and still, 
schilfumkränzten See.    lake encircled by reeds. 
 
Es tritt der Mond am Waldessaume  The moon approaches the edge of the wood 
in stiller Majestät hervor,    in quiet majesty, 
die Birken flüstern wie im Traume  the beeches whisper as if in a dream 
und leise regt sich Schilf und Rohr,  and quietly the reeds and grass stir, 
dazwischen schallt in banger Klage  amid all in trembling complaint sounds 
mit lautem Ton des Uhus Schrei,  the owl’s cry with a loud note, 
er fliegt mit leisem Flügelschlage  he flies with quiet wing beats 
am Saum des Waldes dir vorbei.  along the edge of the forest. 
 
Die sterne ziehn im ewgen Wandern,  The stars approach in their eternal path, 
Vollbringend ihren Weltenlauf,   completing their course, brilliant, 
hellleuchtend,  
hellleuchtend, einer nach dem andern  brilliant, one after the other 
am ewgen Himmelsdom herauf.  in the eternal dome of heaven. 
Ringsum liegt ein heiliger Frieden  Everywhere there lies a sacred peace  
auf Wald und Feld,    on forest and field, 
auf Flur und Tal, o möchte doch  on meadow and valley, oh, were that  
dir warden hienieden,    you were still here, 
solch heilge Ruhe auch einmal!  such sacred peace once in a while! 
 

Origin 

 By the late-1880s, Rheinberger began to experiment with the advanced style 

traits of late-Romantic masters such as Brahms. “Abendruhe” (Calm of Evening) 

demonstrates the complete evolution of his male chorus style and incorporates very 

complex writing. Included in Auf der Wanderung, op. 160, the seven-song collection is 

one of five written after 1885 and was not dedicated to a male chorus singing society.61  

 

																																																								
61 Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers, 388.  
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Poet 

The text was written by Heinrich Zeise (1822-1914), who was an admired 

German poet from Altona and Hamburg. He was best known for his German translations 

of Danish poems by Hans Christian Anderson. Rheinberger admired the author’s 

stunning and evocative poetry about nature.62   

Poetry and Musical Form�

 The part song includes four stanzas written in asymmetrical poetic meter. As in 

“Der Jonas kehrt’ im Wallfisch ein,” the composer set the poetry in simple sectional 

binary form. 

Over the course of four stanzas, the poet illustrates a magnificent transformation 

between dusk and night. The first and second stanzas depict the gradual setting of the sun 

upon the advent of evening. In Verses 3 and 4, night emerges as the moon appears “in 

quiet majesty,” and stars reveal the “eternal dome of heaven.”  

Melody and Rhythm 

By the late-century, Rheinberger was composing progressive chromatic melodies 

to enhance harmonic function. Written in the key of A-flat major, the melodic line 

gracefully soars from pitch to pitch, while augmented and diminished intervals provide 

subtle ornamentation. Diminished arpeggios with simple rhythm also correspond with 

lyrics to reflect evening’s mysterious transformation.  (Figure 3.17)  

																																																								
62 Warner, A Library of the World’s Best Literature, Vol. XLIII: Dictionary of Authors (K-Z), 594. 
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Figure 3.17 – “Abendruhe,” mm. 8-16.63 The excerpt is from the A section. 

Tonality 

Some of his late male chorus part songs also include recurrent modulations and 

abrupt modulatory methods.64 Six different tonal centers are applied within the first four 

musical phrases of “Abendruhe.” (Table 3.4) While relative and closely related keys are 

common, distant key relationships produce the most abrupt tonal contrast. In the A 

section, a conspicuous change between B-flat minor and E-flat major coincides with 

poetry to reflect the sun’s final illumination before it sets behind the trees. (Figure 3.18, 

m. 15) 

The sun’s last ray 
lays its head on the proud trees, 
and as if sunk in slumber 
lies all around the beautiful, wide world, 
still drunken from the radiance of the sun,  
which illuminates it gorgeously.  

 

																																																								
63 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 33. 
64 Rheinberger’s new harmonic language reflected his new preference for Romantic harmonic idioms. 
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Figure 3.18 – “Abendruhe,” mm. 13-17.65 The excerpt is from the A section. 
 
 
Table 3.4 – Form and Key Relationships for “Abendruhe” 
 

 
 

 

Harmony, Texture, and Rhythm 

In Rheinberger’s advanced male chorus writing, pervasive secondary functions 

and extensive mode mixture contributed to tonal ambiguity. One specific example of 

mode mixture occurs in Figure 3.19. The F major triad in m. 8 anticipates movement 

away from F minor. Instead, F tonality is completely abandoned and abruptly pivots 

away to B-flat minor. (mm. 7-8)66 To assist, the composer also includes corresponding 

																																																								
65 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 33. 
66 Similar mode mixture is applied in C minor in m. 12.	
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dynamic markings to support each modulation. The crescendo in m. 8 marks the arrival 

of B-flat minor, and the following decrescendo coincides with an opposing move to C 

minor. 

 

Figure 3.19 – “Abendruhe,” mm. 7-12.67 The excerpt is from the A section. 

The mature part songs also combine texture and rhythm to produce rich word-

painting. In Figure 3.20, brief ascending parallel thirds between the Bass I and Bass II 

voices depict the undulation of the beautiful “valley, hill, field, and meadow.” (m. 22) 

Four-voice unison and unison octaves also produce varied texture by briefly suspending 

four-part chromatic homophony. In this particular example, the buoyant syncopated 

unison octave melody illustrates the arrival of two deer, a hart and doe. (mm. 24-25) 

Moments of differentiated articulation, including staccato and accent markings, also 

personify the deer as they leap from the forest. 

																																																								
67 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 33. 
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Figure 3.20 – “Abendruhe,” mm. 22-26.68 The excerpt is from the first B section. 

Summary 

 By the late-1880s, Rheinberger had asserted himself as a master of Romantic 

male chorus part song. “Abendruhe” is a defining work in his male chorus canon because 

it demonstrates his successful experimentation with advanced harmony. Repeated 

secondary functions, regular mode mixture, dynamics, and colorful non-harmonic pitches 

support frequent tonal changes. In his final years, he contributed fewer songs to convivial 

German male singing societies, because his works contained immense musical 

challenges. Instead, the works were performed and celebrated by advanced choral 

ensembles. 

 

 

																																																								
68 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 34. 
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“CITA MORS RUIT,” OP. 185, NO. 2 

Der schnellste Reiter ist der Tod;  Death is the fastest rider, 
Er überreitet das Morgenrot,    He overtakes the rosy dawn, 
Des Wetters rasches Blitzen;   The swift lightning bolt of weather; 
Sein Roßist fahl und ungeschirrt,  His horse is pale and unharnessed, 
Die Senne schwirrt, der Pfeil erklirrt,  The bowstring whirs, the arrow clatters, 
Und muß im Herzen sitzen.   And has to land in the heart. 
 
Durch Stadt und Dorf,    Through city and town, 
über Berg und Tal,    over mountain and valley, 
Im Morgenrot, im Abendstrahl  In the red dawn, in the last rays of twilight, 
Geht’s fort in wildem Jagen,   The wild hunt goes on, 
Und wo er floh mit Ungestüm,  And where he rashly flies, 
Da schallen die Glocken hinter ihm,  The bells ring behind him, 
Und Grabeslieder klagen.   And funeral songs wail. 
 
Er tritt herein in zum Prunkpalast,  He steps inside the splendid palace, 
Da wird so bleich der stolze Gast  The proud guest goes so pale 
Und läßt von Wein und Buhle;  And leaves his wine and lady; 
Er tritt zum lustigen Hochzeitsschmaus, He steps into the merry wedding feast 
Ein Windstoß löscht die Kerzen aus,  A gust of wind extinguishes the candles, 
Bleich lehnt die Braut im Stuhle.  The bride collapses pale in her chair. 
 
Dem Schöffen blickt er ins Gesicht,  He looks into the face of the judge, 
Der just das weiße Stäblein bricht,  Who has just broken the white stick, * 
Da sinkt’s ihm aus den Händen;   It falls out of his hands, 
Ein Mägdlein windet Blüt’ und Klee,  A maiden braids blossoms and clover, 
Er tritt heran; ihr wird so weh -   He enters, she has such pain –  
Wer mag den Strauß vollenden!  Who might complete the bouquet! 
 
Drum sei nicht stolz, o Menschenkind! Therefore do not be proud, oh, child of man! 
Du bist dem Tod wie Spreu im Wind, You are to death like husks in the wind, 
Und magst du Kronen tragen.   even if you wear a crown. 
Der Sand verrinnt, die Stunde schlägt,  The sand runs out, the hour tolls, 
Und eh’ ein Hauch dies Blatt bewegt, And before a breath of wind moves this leaf, 
Kann auch die deine schlagen.  Your hour can also toll 
 

*To break the white stick = to pronounce the  
death sentence 
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Origin  

 During his final years, Rheinberger was consumed with considerable grief and 

personal turmoil. In 1892, Fanny suddenly passed away, and he suffered from a serious 

respiratory illness that ended his career in education. “Cita mors ruit” (Death is the fastest 

rider) is included in the final collection of male chorus part songs, Sieben Gesänge, op. 

185, and reflects his personal anguish.69 Unlike most of his male chorus collections, the 

compilation was not dedicated to a male chorus organization.  

Poet 

Emanuel Geibel (1815-1884) was an admired poet in Rheinberger’s home city of 

Munich and was a founding member of Die Krokodile (“The Crocodiles”), a literary 

organization dedicated to writing poetry with insightful artistry and little scholarly 

material.70 The composer selected Geibel’s texts for two male chorus works, including 

his final song, “Gut Nacht,” in 1897. 

Poetry and Musical Form 

“Cita mors ruit” incorporates asymmetrical poetry written in narrative form, and 

five stanzas are set to identical music.71 The first two stanzas personify “Death’s” quest 

																																																								
69 Irmen, Thematisches Verzeichnis der Musikalischen Werke Gabriel Josef Rheinbergers, 444. “Cita mors 
ruit” is a Latin macraronic title. Each song in Sieben Gesänge was composed and published in 1896, five 
years prior to his death. 
70 Paul Heyse, Jugenderinnerungen und Bekenntnisse (Hanover: CreateSpace Independent Publishing 
Platform, 2013), 177. Twenty-one of the male chorus part songs were written by six Die Krokodile 
members, including Emanuel Geibel (1815-1884), Franz Trautmann (1813-1887), Hermann Lingg (1820-
1905), Carl Lemcke (1831-1913), and Felix Dahn (1834 -1912), as well as honorary member Joseph Victor 
von Scheffel (1826-1886). Most members were given special nicknames but not all survive. Paul Heyse, 
Geibel’s friend and colleague, described the group’s origin as follows: “The sublime character of this 
amphibian seemed to us an admirable example to idealistic poets, and we hoped that in our 'holy pond' we 
should be able to armour ourselves against the base prosaic world, just as we always used to, minding 
nothing except maybe changes in temperature."  
71 Rheinberger applied standard strophic form in “Cita mors ruit.” 
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for its victim. In Stanzas 3 and 4, “Death” rides an “unharnessed” horse, reaches the 

palace, swiftly enters, kills the bride, and she “collapses pale in her chair.” As the 

narrative concludes, the poet warns of “Death’s” imminent return. 

 
Melody and Rhythm  

Some of Rheinberger’s late melodies contain immense chromaticism and unusual 

intervallic content. In Figure 3.21, extreme melodic angularity, chromaticism, and radical 

vocal ranges yield a very haunting line. At the beginning of each verse, the Tenor I voice 

characterizes “Death’s” frenetic search for its victim with jagged ascending and 

descending minor sixth leaps. 

 

Figure 3.21 – “Cita mors ruit,” mm. 1-4.72 The excerpt is from Verse 1. 

 In “Cita mors ruit,” vivid word illumination effectively enhances melody. In one 

example, descending sixteenth notes reflect “Death’s whirring arrow” as it swiftly pierces 

(sitzen) the victim’s heart. (Figure 3.22, m. 15) A subsequent spiraling chromatic melody 

portrays the wounded staggering to their demise. (mm. 17-20)  

In addition, contrasting dynamics and articulation also greatly enhance rhythm 

and melody. Accent, staccato, and sforzando markings enrich syncopated melodies, while 

sudden contrasting piano and forte moments correspond with intensified text.   

																																																								
72 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 36. 
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Figure 3.22 – “Cita mors ruit,” mm. 11-20.73 The excerpt is from Verse 1. 

Tonality 

The composer’s late music was best known for its advanced tonality. However, 

this particular song only contains two modulations. The piece begins in the mysterious 

key of B minor. Shortly thereafter, the tonal center shifts to the distantly related F-sharp 

major, momentarily deterring the listener’s attention from the severity of the subject 

matter. (Figure 3.23, m. 7) After a few brief measures, B minor is eventually reintroduced 

to mark the bride’s imminent demise.  

Harmony, Texture, and Rhythm 

The song primarily incorporates four-voice homophony with prevalent non-

harmonic tones in the melody line that embellish harmony and delay cadential 

gratification. In one example, a sharply articulated double appoggiatura between Tenor I 

and Bass I exemplifies the unsettling terror of a sudden “bolt of lightning.” (Figure 3.23, 

m. 8)  

Mode mixture also illuminates certain lyrics. In m. 6, a melodic appoggiatura and 

VII combine to ornament the word Morgenrot (“red morning”). In this example, the 

																																																								
73 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 36.	
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application of mode mixture disguises tonality and other examples are found throughout 

the song. 

 

Figure 3.23 – “Cita mors ruit,” mm. 4-9.74 The excerpt is from Verse 1.  

Summary 

 “Cita mors ruit” represents the culmination of Rheinberger’s male chorus part 

song style. While many of the early style works possess Classical musical traits, some of 

the advanced songs are comprised of radical melody, chromatic harmony, complex 

rhythm, and texts with intense subject matter. The addition of stark dynamic contrast and 

varied articulation also creatively coincide with text to depict the extremely dramatic 

scene. While part songs like “Cita mors ruit” are less common, they are very important to 

the repertoire, because they lend to the comprehension of his complete male chorus style.  

 
 
 
 

																																																								
74 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 36. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
PUBLICATIONS, PERFORMANCE RECOMMENDATIONS,  

AND CONCLUSION  
 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

The finest editions of Rheinberger’s male chorus part songs may be obtained 

through Carus-Verlag, the leading distributor of his choral music. Two complete 

volumes, Weltliche Chormusik für glieche Stimmen (Gesamtausgabe, Bd. 19-20), contain 

editions of each male chorus opus collection edited by Barbara Mohn. Since the cost of 

each volume is quite considerable, another Carus-Verlag publication, Weltliche Musik für 

Männerchor a cappella, contains a smaller sample size of quintessential male chorus 

works. Songs in this collection include “Mailied,” “Im Märzen,” “Jagdmorgen,” 

“Abendruhe,” and “Cita mors ruit.”75 Each song in the compilation varies in musical 

complexity and highlight his salient musical style traits.76  

At the time of this study, choral music editor Alexander Reuter had also produced 

ten first-edition works, which are available online at International Music Score Library 

Project (IMSLP).77 The editions are mostly non-opus male chorus part songs that range 

between Rheinberger’s first student work, Sommernacht (JWV 160), and Mein 

Heimatland (WoO 29), his final male part song composed in 1897.78 These pieces, along 

with the Carus-Verlag editions, contribute to the complete comprehension of his male 

																																																								
75 Twelve of the thirteen part songs in Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella are from the composer’s 
male chorus opus collections. 
76 Wanger, Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella: Secular music for men’s choir, 36. Many of 
Reuter’s first-edition non-opus publications were derived from manuscripts housed at the Bavarian State 
Library in Munich. 
77 Each of Reuter’s editions are in PDF format and are available for download. This includes “Der Jonas 
kehrt’ im Wallfisch ein.” Some of his male chorus part song editions can also be found at www.cpdl.org.  
78 Almost all Reuter’s first-edition publications represent the “mature works” (WoO) and are not included 
in an opus collection. See Appendix A and B for more information on the WoO works. 
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chorus literature.  

Unfortunately, few audio recordings of the male chorus part songs exist today. 

The finest available album is Du sonnige, wonnige Welt by Die Singphoniker.79 Released 

in 2013, the compilation includes nineteen male chorus recordings. At the time of this 

study, the album could be found on most music streaming sites. As Rheinberger’s 

literature increases in popularity, future compilations will surface and advance the 

distribution of the male chorus repertoire.80  

 

PERFORMANCE RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Most of the composer’s part songs may be performed by ordinary male choruses 

with developed voices. Repeated melodies and basic harmonies with homophonic texture 

enable simple learning and result in high-quality performance. The studied works “Der 

Jonas kehrt’ im Walfisch ein” and “Mailied” are classified in this category, and each are 

appropriate for singers with developed voices, rudimentary singing skills, and basic 

musical training.81 

 Works with dense chromatic melody, challenging harmony, frequent modulation, 

and extreme vocal register were originally written for advanced ensembles. Songs such as 

“Im Märzen,” “Jagdmorgen,” and “Cita mors ruit” should be performed by singers with 

developed voices and advanced musical training. In addition, each piece incorporates 

																																																								
79 Die Singphoniker is a renowned six-voice contemporary German male classical vocal ensemble from 
Munich.	
80 Josef Rheinberger, Rheinberger: Du sonnige wonnige Welt: Secular works for men’s  
voices, performed by Die Singphoniker. Carus-Verlag, 2013, iTunes. The Du sonnige, wonnige Welt album 
contains four of songs from this study: “Der Jonas kehrt im Walfisch ein,” “Im Märzen,” “Jagdmorgen,” 
and “Mailied.” At the time of this study, the music was available on iTunes, Spotify, and Amazon. 
81 “Der Jonas kehrt’ im Wallfisch ein” is available through International Music Score Library Project 
(IMSLP), and “Mailied” is included in Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella.  
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lengthy, non-repeated German texts, which may create considerable performance 

challenges.82   

 The male chorus works with progressive Romantic harmony and tonal ambiguity 

are most suitable for highly trained musicians. Extremely advanced works such as 

“Abendruhe” should only be performed by committed musicians and with extensive 

preparation time.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Josef Rheinberger’s influence in male chorus composition reached far beyond 

Germany and Eastern Europe. In fact, two of his most admired pupils were essential to 

the inception and development of male chorus singing in the United States. After 

studying in Germany, George Chadwick (1854-1931) settled in Boston and pioneered the 

American part song alongside Amy Beach, Arthur Foote, and John Knowles Paine.83 

Likewise, Horatio Parker contributed to the advancement of the part song tradition in the 

Northeast United States, resulting in the formation of hundreds of German Liedertafel, 

Liederkranz, and Männerchor societies.84 The outgrowth of the singing societies forever 

shaped male chorus singing in America and were, in part, a reflection of Rheinberger’s 

influence upon the genre. 

There is little doubt that further research, publications, and performances of 

Rheinberger’s male chorus part songs will affirm his place among the secular choral 

music giants of nineteenth-century German choral music canon. Until then, conductors, 

																																																								
82 Each of the referenced works is included in Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella. 
83 Osborne, American Singing Societies and Their Partsongs: Ten Prominent American Composers of the 
Genre (1860-1940) and the Seminal Singing Societies that Performed the Repertory, 57-59. 
84 Ibid., 65-66. 
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performers, and patrons are left to appreciate the music that has emerged and honor his 

legacy with additional study and spirited performance. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Male Chorus Part Song Collections Listed by Number and Including Dedications 
 
Opus No.  Collection and part song titles  Poet    Year 
op. 44  Drei veristimmige Männerchöre 

1. Jung Werner ^   Joseph Victor von Scheffel unk. 
2. Alt Heidelberg   Joseph Victor von Scheffel unk. 
3. Tragische Geschichte  Adalbert von Chamisso 1857 

 
Dedication: Dem akademischen Gesangvereins in München 

 
op. 48  Vier Deutsche Gesänge 

1. Schlachtgebet   Julius Mosen   1859  
2. Heerbannlied   Hermann Lingg  1870 
3. Einem Todten   Hermann Lingg  1870 
4. Mailied *    Joseph Victor von Scheffel 1870 

 
Dedication: No. 3, Dem akademischen Gesangvereins in München 

 
op. 73  Fünf Gesänge 

1. Ein fataler Casus    Hermann Lingg  1872 
2. Lebwohl du hohe Bergeswand Carl Lemcke   1872 
3. Ein Maler vor dem Zaune saß Robert Reinick  1873 
4. Zur Siegesfeier   Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1869 
5. Vaterländischer Gesang  Carl Lemcke   1871 

 
Dedication: Dem deutschen Männergesangsverein in Prague 

 
op. 74  In der Zechstube 

1. Der Jonas kehrt’ im Wallfisch #  Robert Reinick  1873 
2. Schmetterling, wie freu ich mich Robert Reinick  1873 
3. Bau-Regel    Robert Reinick  1873 
4. Mucker und Schlucker  Robert Reinick  1873 
5. Lob des Seeweins   Hermann Lingg  1873 

 
Dedication: Dem Lindauer Liederkranz 

 
op. 85  Aus dem Sängerleben 

1. Neujahrsgebet *   Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
2. Künstlergruß an die Frauen Robert Reinick  1874 
3. Wandernde Musikanten  Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
4. Im Märzen  *   Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
5. Frühlingslied   Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
6. Es ritten drei Reiter  Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
7. Der kluge Küfergeselle  Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
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Dedication: Herrn Carl Baron von Peche in Prague 
 
op. 86  Vier epische Gesänge 

1. Nero ^    Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
2. Rolands Horn ^   Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
3. Salentin von Isenburg ^  Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
4. Der Schelm von Bergen  Franz Alfred Muth  1874 

 
Dedication: Dem Wiener Männergesangverein 

 
op. 90  Am Rhein 

1. Waldmorgen *   Franz Alfred Muth  1875 
2. Die verfallene Mühle  Franz Alfred Muth  1875 
3. Rheinfahrt    Franz Alfred Muth  1875 
4. Der Lebensmüde   Franz Alfred Muth  1875 
5. Abendläuten   Franz Alfred Muth  1874 
6. Abschied    Franz Alfred Muth  1875 

 
Dedication: Der Speyer’rer Liedertafel 

 
op. 100 Fahrende Schüler 

1. Abschied von Heim  Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1877 
2. Einkehr ^    Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1877 
3. Disputation   Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1877 
4. Venetianische Nacht  Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1877 
5. Heimweh    Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1877 
6. Herausforderung   Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1877 
7. Grabgesang   Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1877 

 
Dedication: Dem Gesangverein “Paulaner” in Leipzig 

 
op. 116 Seebilder 

1. Vom einsamen Grund   Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1879 
2. Im Ruderboot ^   Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1879 
3. Abend am Toro-See ^  Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1879 
4. Jagdmorgen *   Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1879 

 
Dedication: Dem akademischen Gesangverein “Arion” in Leipzig 

 
op. 125 Aus deutschen Gauen 

1. Odins Eiche    Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1881 
2. Cantate *    Julius Sturm   1881 
3. Waldandacht    Leberecht Blücher Dreves 1881 
4. Dornröschen    Julius Sturm   1881 
5. Sternennacht    Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1881 
6. Es hat geflammt    Wilhelm Müller  1881 
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7. Der große Wind ^   Julius Sturm   1881 
 
op. 130 Aus Westfalen 

1. Nenuphar ^   Friedrich Wilhelm Weber 1882 
2. Du sonnige, wonnige Welt * Friedrich Wilhelm Weber 1882 
3. Die Hunnen ^   Friedrich Wilhelm Weber 1882 
4. Kreuzfahrers Abendlied   Friedrich Wilhelm Weber 1882 
5. Lied der Schmiedegesellen * Friedrich Wilhelm Weber 1882 
6. Im Juni ^    Friedrich Wilhelm Weber 1882 
7. Verschmäht    Friedrich Wilhelm Weber 1882 

 
Dedication: Der Liedertafel in Erlangen 

 
op. 141 Aus fränkischen Landen 

1. Walters von der Vogelweide   Franz Alfred Muth  1885 
2. Pfingstmorgen *   Fritz (Friedrich) Rohrer 1885 
3. Vollmondzauber    Fritz (Friedrich) Rohrer 1885 
4. Kriegerlied    Hermann Lingg  1885 
5. Des Wanderburschen Abschied  Martin Greif   1885 
6. Der lustige Trompeter   Martin Greif   1885 

 
Dedication: Herrn Universitätsmusikdirektor H. Langer in Leipzig 

 
op. 144 Drei Wettgesänge 

1. Frühling    Franz Alfred Muth  1885 
2. Lanzknechtlied   Franz Trautmann  1885 
3. Herbstgesang *   Friedrich Oser   1885 

 
Dedication: Der Liedertafel in Basel 

 
op. 160 Auf der Wanderung 

1. Zur Jahreswende   Martin Greif   1889 
2. Die Weissachmühle  August Schnetzler  1889 
3. Der Spatzen Frühlingskonzert Rudolf Kelterborn  1889 
4. Abendruhe *   Heinrich Zeise   1889 
5. Der Schmied von Rothenburg Ernst Veith   1889 
6. Waldlied    Paul Möbius   1889 
7. Vergißmeinnicht   Max Moltke   1889 

 
Dedication: No. 2, Männergesangverein in Tilsit 
   

op. 173 Vier Gesänge 
1. Germanenzug   August Silberstein  1891 
2. Was der Neckar rauschte  Philipp Quenzer  1892 
3. Liebesfrühling   Engelbert Albrecht  1892 
4. Kaiser Maximilian  C. von Rappard  1892 
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op. 185 Sieben Gesänge 
1. Die Waldrose   Georg Scherer   1896 
2. Cita mors ruit *   Emanuel Geibel  1896 
3. Zugvögel    Wilhelm Hosäus  1896 
4. Meeresstille   Wilhelm Hosäus  1896 
5. Singvöglein sing   Wilhelm Hosäus  1896 
6. Nach der Trauer   Wilhelm Hosäus  1896 
7. Gut Nacht    Emanuel Geibel  1896 

 
 

Early Four-Voice Part Songs Without Opus Number 
 
Number Title     Poet    Year  
JWV 70 Tragische Geschichte   Adalbert von Chamisso 1857 
JWV 109 Frühlingslied #   Felix Dahn   1858 
JWV 123 Schlachtgebet    Julius Mosen   unk. 
JWV 160 Sommernacht #   Robert Reinick  1854 

 
 

Mature Part Songs Without Opus Number 
 
Number Title     Poet    Year  
WoO 11 Drei Wanderer *   Anastasius Grün  1890 
WoO 12 Vorwärts    M. Remy   1885 
  (for the fifth centennial of the University of Heidelberg) 
WoO 19 Fern vom Rhein #   Franz Alfred Muth  1884 
WoO 23 König und Winzer #   Anton August Naaff  1891 
  (for the singing club Fridericiana in Halle) 
WoO 29 Mein Heimatland   unknown   1897 
WoO 41 Herz-Jesu-Hymne #   Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1872 
WoO 42 Feurige Liebe #   Robert Reinick  1874 
WoO 49 Straßburger Sängerspruch  Ludwig Lohauss  1878 
WoO 58 Herbstgesang #   Friedrich Oser   1882 
WoO 60 Es fuhren zwei Brüder  A. Weiß    
WoO 61 Haltet Wacht #   Julius Sturm    
WoO 62 Festchor    Franziska von Hoffnaaß 1883 
  (for the 50th anniversary of the Liederkranz in Lindau) 
WoO 79 Sonn’ und Mond #   Anton August Naaff  unk. 
WoO 80 Hymne in D-dur   Felix Dahn   unk. 
WoO 81 Rosenbekränzt ziehn wir zum  Carl Lemcke   unk. 
 

 
Accompanied Male Chorus Part Songs 

 
Number Title     Poet    Year  
op. 91  Johannisnacht ^   Franz Alfred Muth  1875 
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WoO 78 Am Abend    August Hermann Niemeyer unk. 
 
* Weltliche Musik für Männerchor a cappella (Carus-Verlag) 
# International Music Library Project (IMSLP) (www.imslp.org) 
^  Octavo available through Carus-Verlag 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Alphabetical Listing of Male Chorus Part Song Poets 
 
Albrecht, Engelbert   Liebesfrühling, op. 173, no. 3, 1892 
Chamisso, Adalbert von  Tragische Geschichte, op. 44, no. 3, 1857   
Dahn, Felix    Frühlingslied, JWV 109, 1858 
     Hymne in D-dur, WoO 80, date unknown 
Dreves, Leberecht Blücher  Waldandacht, op. 125, no. 3, 1881 
Geibel, Emanuel   Cita mors ruit, op. 185, no. 2, 1896 
     Gut Nacht, op. 185, no. 7, 1896 
Greif, Martin    Der Wanderburschen Abschied, op. 141, n. 5, 1885 
     Der lustige Trompeter, op. 141, no. 6, 1885 
     Zur Jahreswende, op. 160, no. 1, 1889 
Grün, Anastasius   Die drei Wanderer, WoO 11, 1890 
Hoffnaaß, Franziska von  Zur Siegesfeier, op. 73, no. 4, 1869  
     Herz-Jesu-Hymne, WoO 41, 1872 

Abschied vom Heim, op. 100, no. 1, 1877 
     Einkehr, op. 100, no. 2, 1877 
     Disputation, op. 100, no. 3, 1877 
     Venetianische Nacht, op. 100, no. 4, 1877 
     Heimweh, op. 100, no. 5, 1877 
     Herausforderung, op. 100, no. 6, 1877 
     Grabgesang, op. 100, no. 7, 1877 
     Vom einsamen Grund, op. 116, no. 1, 1879 
     Im Ruderboot, op. 116, no. 2, 1879 
     Abend am Toro-See, op. 116, no. 3, 1879 
     Jagdmorgen, op. 116, no. 4, 1879 
     Odins Eiche, op. 125, no. 1, 1881 
     Sternennacht, op. 125, no. 5, 1881 
     Festchor, WoO 62, 1883   
Hosäus, Wilhelm   Zugvögel, op. 185, no. 3, 1896 
     Meeresstille, op. 185, no. 4, 1896 
     Singvöglein sing, op. 185, no. 5, 1896 
     Nach der Trauer, op. 185, no. 6, 1896  
Kelterborn, Rudolph   Der Spatzen Frühlingskonzert, op. 160, no. 3, 1889 
Lemcke, Carl                                      Vaterländischer Gesang, op. 73, no. 5, 1871 

Lebwohl du hohe Bergeswand, op. 73, no. 2, 1872 
     Rosenbekränzt ziehn wir Schlachtfeld, WoO 81   
Lingg, Hermann   Heerbannlied, op. 48, no. 2, 1870  
     Einem Todten, op. 48, no. 3, 1870  
     Ein fataler Casus, op. 73, no. 1, 1872  
     Lob des Seeweins, op. 74, no. 5, 1873  
     Kriegerlied, op. 141, no. 4, 1885  
Lohauss, Ludwig   Straßburger Sängerspruch, WoO 49, 1878 
Möbius, Paul  Waldlied, op. 160, no. 6, 1889 
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Moltke, Max    Vergißmeinnicht, op. 160, no. 7, 1889  
Mosen, Julius    Schlachtgebet, op. 48, no. 1, 1859  
Müller, Wilhelm   Es hat geflammt, op. 125, no. 6, 1881 
Muth, Franz Alfred   Neujahrsgebet, op. 85, no. 1, 1874  
     Wandernde Musikanten, op. 85, no. 3, 1874  
     Im Märzen, op. 85, no. 4, 1874 
     Frühlingslied, op. 85, no. 5, 1874 
     Es ritten drei Reiter, op. 85, no. 6, 1874 
     Der kluge Küfergeselle, op. 85, no. 7, 1874  
     Nero, op. 86, no. 1, 1874  
     Rolands Horn, op. 86, no. 2, 1874 
     Salentin von Isenburg, op. 86, no. 3, 1874 
     Der Schelm von Bergen, op. 86, no. 4, 1874 
     Waldmorgen, op. 90, no. 1, 1875 
     Die verfallene Mühle, op. 90, no. 2, 1875 
     Rheinfarht, op. 90, no. 3, 1875 
     Der Lebensmüde, op. 90, no. 4, 1875 
     Abendläuten, op. 90, no. 5, 1875 
     Abschied, op. 90, no. 6, 1875 
     Johannisnacht, op. 91, 1875 

Walters von der Vogelweide, op. 141, no. 1, 1885 
     Fern vom Rhein, WoO 19, 1884 

Frühling, op. 144, no. 1, 1885    
         

Naaff, Anton August   König und Winzer, WoO 23, 1891 
     Sonn und Mond, WoO 79, date unknown  
Niemeyer, August Hermann  Am Abend, WoO 78, date unknown 
Oser, Friedrich   Herbstgesang, op. 144, no. 3, 1885 
     Herbstgesang, WoO 58, 1882 
Quenzer, Philipp   Was der Neckar rauschte, op. 173, no. 2, 1892  
Rappard, C. von   Kaiser Maximilian, op. 173, no. 4, 1892 
Reinick, Robert   Sommernacht, JWV 160, 1854 

Ein Maler vor dem Zaune saß, op. 73, no. 3, 1873  
     Der Jonas kehrt im Wallfisch, op. 74, no. 1, 1873 
     Schmetterling, wie freu, op. 74, no. 2, 1873  
     Bau-Regel, op. 74, no. 3, 1873  
     Mucker und Schlucker, op. 74, no. 3, 1873   
     Künstlergruß an die Frauen, op. 85, no. 2, 1874 
     Feurige Liebe, WoO 42, 1874  
Remy, M.    Vorwärts, WoO 12, 1885 
Rohrer, Fritz (Friedrich)  Pfingstmorgen, op. 141, no. 2, 1885 
     Vollmondzauber, op. 141, no. 3, 1885  
Scheffel, Joseph Victor von  Jung Werner, op. 44, no. 1, date unknown 
     Alt Heidelberg, op. 44, no. 2, date unknown 
     Mailied, op. 48, no. 3, 1870  
Scherer, Georg   Die Waldrose, op. 185, no. 1, 1896 
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Schnetzler, August                              Die Weissachmühle, op. 160, no. 2, 1889 
Silberstein, August   Germanenzug, op. 173, no. 1, 1891 
Sturm, Julius    Cantate, op. 125, no. 2, 1881 
     Dornröschen, op. 125, no. 4, 1881 
     Der große Wind, op. 125, no. 7, 1881 
     Haltet Wacht, WoO 61, 1882 
Trautmann, Franz   Landsknechtlied, op. 144, no. 2, 1885     
Unknown    Mein Heimatland, WoO 29, 1897 
Veith, Ernst    Der Schmied von Rothenburg, op. 160, no. 5, 1889 
Weber, Friedrich Wilhelm  Nenuphar, op. 130, no. 1, 1882 
     Du sonnige, wonnige Welt, op. 130, no. 2, 1882 
     Die Hunnen, op. 130, no. 3, 1882 
     Kreuzfahrers Abendlied, op. 130, no. 4, 1882 
     Lied der Schmiedegesellen, op. 130, no. 5, 1882 
     Im Juni, op. 130, no. 6, 1882 
     Verschmäht, op. 130, no. 7, 1882  
Weiß, A.    Es fuhren zwei Brüder, WoO 60, 1882 
Zeise, Heinrich   Abendruhe, op. 160, no. 4, 1889 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


